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The Gallery at 76 Linosa Close is housed in a disused flat. The exhibition curated by David Mabb presents artwork made by and left behind by the ex-tenants of Linosa Close. The works include paintings, sculptures and installations. The video Archive was made by the curator using discarded photographs found in a skip in Liverpool City Centre.

Works from left to right around the Gallery

Bathroom
1. Shells, collage, shells and cement on board
   Found in a flat on the 16th floor belonging to an elderly man who had recently died
2. Polar Bears, slide and projector
   Both slide and projector were found in the flat as above

Hallway
3. Two Mirror Installations, mirror tiles
   Found in situ in the hallway
4. Ceiling Rose Installations, parts of ceiling roses around the hall
   Found in situ in the hallway
5. Anonymous Portrait, photocopy and frame
   Found hanging on the wall of a flat on the 13th floor

Hallway cupboard
6. Found Object, rope and plastic
   Found hanging in a cupboard in a flat on the 8th floor

Toilet
7. Waterfall, oil paint on board
   Found lying on the floor with a number of other paintings in a flat on the 2nd floor
8. Decorative Installation, polystyrene tiles
   Found in situ in the toilet

Kitchen
9. York Stone Kitchen Floor (partial reconstruction), cast concrete
   Found in a kitchen on the 18th floor. The new York stone floor had been specially cast to fit the room. The work has been re-installed in the identical kitchen space within the Gallery (The work is in need of some conservation)

Lounge
10. Impressionist Painting, print, frame and nails
    Found on a balcony on the 8th floor with nails attached
11. Ceiling Rose Installation, three ceiling roses
    Found in situ in the lounge
12. Excavation, part of the building
    Found in situ in the lounge
13. Bench, plastic and bricks
    Found on a balcony on the 8th floor

Bedroom one
14. Untitled Installation, including Light shade, Curtain, Polystyrene wall construction
    Found in situ in the bedroom
15. Anonymous Portrait, oil paint on board
    Found lying on the floor with a number of other paintings in a flat on the 2nd floor

Bedroom two
16. Red Curtain, oil paint on board
    Found in a flat on the 3rd floor
17. Best Wishes Robbie, mixed media
    Found in a flat on the 18th floor
18. Untitled Horseshoe Installation, painted wallpaper
    Found in situ in the bedroom
19. Archive, David Mabb, video player and television
    Video made from an animated sequence of photographs found in a skip in Liverpool City Centre with the soundtrack Red Flag Prelude by Cornelius Cardew. Three and a half minutes

Bedroom two cupboard
20. Tree, plastic plant and broom handle
    Found hanging in a cupboard in a flat on the 8th floor

Bedroom three
21. Graffiti, oil on board
    Found lying on the floor with a number of other paintings in a flat on the 2nd floor
22. Decorative Installation, polystyrene tiles
    Found in situ in the bedroom
23. Landscape, Jack Thompson, oil paint on board with frame
    Found lying on the floor with a number of other paintings in a flat on the 2nd floor
24. Constructivist Painting, paint on polystyrene tiles
    Found installed in a flat on the 3rd floor, reinstalled in the Gallery
25. Anonymous Portrait, oil paint on board
    Found lying on the floor with a number of other paintings in a flat on the 2nd floor